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ALL COLLEGE SING

.

HE' WOO STER

Sunday at 7 p.m. the Student Senate is
sing of the
sponsoring the first
year on the Library steps. Only with the
support of the student body can they be
all-colle-

ge

successful. Let's all be there!
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BULLETIN!
The Freshmen have sworn to get revenge!
Sophomore arc you strong enough to withstand the terrible onslaught? We shall see
Saturday.

Official Student Publication of The College of Wooster
Volume LVIII

--

WOOSTER, OHIO, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1941

Formal Reception President Wishart Welcomes Faculty
Closes Week of And Students as Fall Classes Begin
Big Four Activity
In the midst of a world gone mad

Big Four Makes
$300 Budget Cut;

Plans Full Year
Retreat Program Includes
Discussions,-Recreatio- n,

And Dinner for Faculty
Twenty-siexecutives of the Big
Four, recently returned from their
traditional retreat at Lakeland Beach
Park, have announced a cut of $300
budget.
in the organization's 194
This places the total to be raised
through pledges at 1,656.
Friday, Sept. 12 the entire group.
,
left Wooster for Odell s. Lake, where
they immediately gathered about the
conference table to pool their ideas
for furhtering the student religious
program. The evening supper program
devo-- .
was climaxed by a
tional service held in boats in the middle of the lake.
Reception Plans Made
Plans for the Big Four reception,
the. freshman mixer and the
t
were completed by the social committee composed of Barbara McGonnell,
chairman, Ruth Rawson and Haines
x

1-4-

2:

Tomorrow night, the Big Four form-a- l
reception will climax the activities
of freshman week. "Big brothers" and
"sisters" will bring their "little brothers" and "sisters" to the reception and
introduce them to the faculty and the
student leaders. The receiving tine will
be headed by - President and Mrs.
Charles F. Wishart. At the close of
the program, Dr. Wishart will give a
short talk and then lead the group in
singing the "Love Song". After the
singing of the "Love' Song" freshmen
will be introduced to their dates previously arranged by their "big brothers and "sisters".

we welcome students, new

and old,

....,

te.

fel-

timism. I cannot but feel that, on the
whole, the outlook for the world is

brighter than it was a year ago,
though there may be blood and sweat
and tears in plenty still ahead of us.
.rtfl!"

But, meantime, we are glad you have
decided to come here to gain vision
and poise and courage for the tasks

that

lie

ahead.

In the name of the College I welcome you all, and especially.. those, of
you who come here for the first time.

I hope you

Kami-Colleg- e

Frosh Interested
In Positions
Staff

t.

all-stude-

nt

Jacob y Succeeds
Wright at Hygeia

Satterthwaite Assumes

New Business Duties

2.

Try

Dr. Lean Announces

Seasons First Play

'

Symphony Offers Trial
To Freshman Musicians
An organization meeting of the
Wooster Symphony will be held
Wednesday, Sept. 24, in Kauke basement. New musicians are invited to attend this first rehearsal, though
will be held later.

try-ou- t!

Under Prof. Dan Parmelee, director, the following who were elected last
spring will take office: David Young,
president; Dick Weldon,
Nora Robinette, corresponding
secretary; Jean White, recording secretary; Paul Parmelee, treasurer; Paul,
ine Smith, librarian; Grace Ohki," social chairman; and John Blank, stage
manager.
vice-presiden-

t;

DK CHARLES F. WISHART

--

1

1

Frosh Show True Wooster Spirit
vm 't:f

Eight hundred fifty-on- e
students
registered for the fall term yester-

Three new instructors have been
appointed to the faculty of The Col
lege of Wooster.
John A. Hutchinson has been ap
pointed instructor in philosophy to
succeed Chesley T. Howell. Mr. Hutchinson spent this year at Columbia

day in Galpin hall, the registrar's
office reported late in the afternoon following a hasty and unofficial checkup. This is a decrease
of 37 compared to the 888 who
enrolled here last fall on the first

.

completing

..

requirements

.

Will Continue

McKee

en

men students will be chosen before
the end of the week, by a faculty com.
mittee, of which Dean William West
hafer is chairman.
The ground school will include
meteorology, navigation, civil air reg
ulations, and general service of air
craft, the same courses offered last
year. They will add up to 72 hours.
The flight instruction at the city air
port will be under the Shuey Air
Service instruction and will amount to
hours,
5
Those who successfully pass this
primary course, which last approximately three months, will receive a
private license. After several weeks of
ground school, the student begins
flying r. a n d usually - gets in" the
air an hour each day from then on
until the end of the course.
Nine students, who took the C.P.T.
instruction last year, have continued
their air training. " Jim Relph, ' Bill
Saddler, and Dave Lanning took the
secondary course. Paul Lamale, John
Benton, and Bruce Powers are in the
Navy Air Corps, and Verden McQueen, Hunt Myers, and Warner
Morse have .joined the Army Air
Corps.
35-4-

-
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Duties in Dormitories

Miss Dorothy Armstrong of Columbus and Miss Lenore Allis of
Wooster are the new assistants in
dietetics appointed to work in conjunction with Miss Mabel Collette
Little, director of dormitories.
Miss Armstrong received her B.S.
from Ohio State university and for
the past three years has been doing
similar work in Mills college, Oakland,
John Miller Resigns Post Calif.
Miss Allis, whose family has been
Edit Wadsworth
connected with the college for several
John D. Miller, secretary of the generations, received her training at
Alumni Association of The College the Drexel Institute in Philadelphia
of Wooster for the past six years, re and- before her recent appointment
Hos-pita- l.
signed that post last July. His resigna- was dietician in the Mansfield
v..
tion went into effect Sept. 1.

To

--

The Civilian Pilot's Training course
continued at Wooster this year,
John D. McKee, C. A. A. adininistra.
tor announced early this (week.-T-

Begir

'

Prexy Preaches Sunday
President Charles F. Wishart will
preach the sermon Sunday morning
of his sermon lis "The Meaning of
Salvation." The service begins at 11

-

a.m.

...

I
f

HIn submitting his resignation, Mr.
Miller stated that "changing emphasis
in the alumni field indicates a type of
endeavor for which the secretary feels
himself disinclined and unqualified
III
By JOHN STALKER
, . . therefore, while mindful of six
V
years of the most pleasant association
Students from all corners of the globe have enrolled at Wooster for the
with Wooster, I hereby desire to ten:r - :
;
school year 1941-4der my resignation as Secretary of-- the
Just a week ago the China Clipper brought attractive Angelina Bartoli from
Alumni Association . . . "
native of Paris, she spent two and a half years at La
Mr. Miller who "always wanted to Manila. A
she started her history
.
there
Tower;
write" is now editor of The Wads-wort- h
News in Wadsworth, O. The major which she intends to continue year in high school in Florida.

Wooster Extends Welcome to Students
Hailing- From Far Corners of Earth
HI .11

I

,

.

2.

'p..
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paper is published weekly and has a here. When she arrived in San Fran
South America sends her good-wicirculation of over 2,000.
cisco her first impression was the hur- envoy in the personage of Angel Wer.
rying helpfulness of the men on the ner, a Venezuelan from Caracas; he
has traveled widely in Europe and
.
McKee Named Director streets.
South America and speaks Spanish,
Also from the far east comes
French, Portugese, and Italian. He
Of College Alumni Office Young
Soon Choy who chose. Woos- was amazed
at the New York skyline
ter for sociology" in which he will and delighted with the .North Ameri
D.
business
McKee,
manager
John
major. Dr. Mowry, Wooster grad, and can girls whom he considers unique.
of the college, has been named DiW'":
Korean professor influenced him to
rector of Alumni Relations, and in
Although he is a graduate of North
'iV-'-,:- make Wooster his choice. Born in
that capacity will supervise the entire
Canton high school, John Aftdeftoa
Korea, he has attended Aoaoyama
alumni program this year. Miss Fran
was born in Rawenstall, England. He
Grakuin college in Tokyo, and Pasa
ces Guille, '30, has become assistant
.
came to America with his younger sis' dena college in Los Angeles. When he
alumni secretary.
ter, age six, whom he intends to take
first came to America in 1939 he was
Named also to the revised alumni
care of, on leaving Wooster. He found
amazed at the absolute freedom of, the
staff are Miss Peggy Mull, '40, office
passing, through custom's officials at
American people; their right to free
4:
secretary for the alumni fund, and
Ellis Island rather tedious; but found
speech and spontaneous independent
E. Z. Ramey, '27, in charge of alumni
New York traffic and crowds as inter"
fund promotion. He is at present re thinking.
esting and exciting as they were por1
covering from a successful operaFrom the grim horror of blackouts trayed in the cinemas.
tion.
and bombs Lottie Kornfeld thrilled
From the distant country of Lithu
Miss Mull and Mr. Ramey were to the sight of the countless twinkling ania comet Marie Tubelis. She arrived
both active last year in handling the lights as her boat slipped quiedy into in New York nine months ago from
office and field operations for the New York harbor. She had just come Lisbon; the attended school in Swit
Unwilling freshmen Don Ormond, Bob Gard, George Gesegnet, and
Endowment Drive. Mr. McKee will from England, previous to then the zerland, there obtaining a fine backStew Cooper struggle with the heaviest trunks available; while merciless
also be in charge of editing the Alum- had lived in Austria, where, the was ground for the classical language the
Bob Marsh, and John Stalker take advantage of their
' born. She attended school in Austria' intends to study at Wooster.,
Bulletin.
ni
(Staff
authority.
photo).
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Pilot Training Course

9,

for

scheduled

Difficulty in seing week, Oct.
curing steel because of defense priorities has delayed completion of the
32,000 project, which was begun
July 10.
The Union building rising behind
the former teahouse will contain a
recreation room with facilities for
dancing, and booths for table service.
The east room will become the college
book store replacing the present frame
structure, formerly the original college
gymnasium. The west tide of the
building will house the music room.
which it now located in Kauke base
ment.
- - n . f
T f
vjeis
ran oi viat noookf score
uiaex
The Index, student yearbook, will
fall heir to part of the old bookstore,
and the remainder pi the building
will become a storehouse for equip
ment from the administration build
ing. Miss Bertha Uhlendorff, .manager
of the book store, will become manager of the entire Student Union.
It it intended to transform the oc
tagonal room of the tea house into a
lounge, the east room will contain a
fountain, and the west room a wom
en's lounge. The basement of the
building will be used to store library
books and other supplies,
-,.
Each side of the building will have
an entrance, which will be reached by
a driveway from Beall Ave. A ramp
will lead to the basement. The tele
scope which at present occupies the
second floor of the Tea House will be
relocated next year on the third floor
of Galpin.
Architect Succeeds D. C Wade
Arthur Angilly of New York, the
architect who designed the Union
building is the successor to D. E.
Wade, designer of many of the college
buildings. The addition will be of face
brick, material similar to that' used
in Babcock hall, and the rest of the
building will be painted a harmonizing
color. Peck and Udell of Cleveland are
J
tne-- ouuaert.
The entire project is the result of
several years of planning and specula
tion. Unverified rumors last year
maintained that the Union would be
located in Kauke basement which was
to be renovated for the ournose. in
the present book store or in the Tea
House. The cost of the building is expected to be defrayed by income from
food service and bookstore profits.
Architect's drawing of the com
pleted Union it on display, in the
"

al students, who were delayed Jfff
arriving late and for other reasons, registered today after the
SevenVoice had gone to press.
second
day
enrolled
teen
on the
last year....
v

8,

of HoldenrMiss Margaret
Young will live in Holden annex.
Miss Frances Guille is head resident
of Westminster' and Mrs. Minnie Ran.
kin, formerly head resident of Miller
Manor, will live in the new Miller
Manor. Miss Ruth Westlund will con- tinue as head resident of Hoover. Mr
and Mrs. Charles Moke are residing in
Livingstone .lodge while Dr. and Mrs.
Earl W. Ford will continue to live in
Kenarden lodge.
.

tively

Students began lining up out- -'
side of the administration building for their time slips at 7:4$
a.m. and registration actually got
under way at 8.
Out of the total of 831, 267
are freshmen and about 30 are
transfer students. Last fall there
were 238 freshmen and 24 were
upperclass transfers. This report
is not final, however; as addition-

for his doctorate.
The new instructor received his
B.S. degree from Lafayette college,
and took his 'first year of seminary
work in Princeton. He received his
B.D. degree from Union Theological

Defense Priority System
Delays fyiilding 32,000
Student Fun Center
Dedication of Wooster7 s new Student Union building has been tenta-

day.

In March 1940, Hutchinson was
elected a Fellow of the National Council on Religion in Higher Education.
He has served for two years as an assistant minister in the Brown MemorWarburton hall will be used this ial Church in Baldmore, Md., and
year as a dormitory ror treshman served for three years as pastor of the
A
!ll f
.f Presbyterian church in Bayonne, N.J.
women anaJ win
oe renamed t Miller
The new instructor in mathematics,
Manor. During the past" five years,
Herman L. Meyer, jr., was graduated
the edifice has been the. residence of
from Westminster college and received
college men belonging to Section his MS. degree from the University
Eight.
of Chicago. Mr. Meyer ha. been working on his doctorate this year.
The college has closed Miller, Manor
During his last year in Westminster,
and has opened Warburton in order
to bring the freshman women much he served as assistant history professor.
Mr. Meyer was an incloser together. A cluster of four off- - In 1937-3structor nnlnathematicsTn Bowling
campus dorms, Warburton, Westmin
ister, Korner and Colonial, are now Green university, and during 1938-3taught in the Georgia School of Techbeing used as homes for the girls. "
nology. Mr. Meyer replaces Dr. Loyal
A new
residence for colwho resigned his 'position
lege women is the home located at F. Oilman
1221 Beall Avenue, just north of the to accept a professorship at Hoffstra
college, a branch of New York uni
stadium, and tentatively known as the
Adams house. Miss Harriet Cline, sec versity
Dr. W. Gordon Dustan has reretary to the deans, is the head resi
placed Henry MacLean as instructor
dent.
Mr. and Mrs. William Schroeder of English; Dr. Dustan received his
are the new head residents of Douglass B.A. from Mount Allison college in
hall. They succeeded Mr. George Canada, his M.A. from Dalhousie,
Bradford who will make his home with Canada and his doctorate from the
University of Edinborough He taught
his mother.
last year at Monticello college, Alton,
Miss Ruth Sadler will continue as 111.
head resident of Babcock hall while
Miss Elizabeth Coyle is the new head
resident- -

mm

Different Departments

Warburton Opens
As Miller Manor

off-camp-

-

mm

seminary.

upper-classme-

Editor Calls Meeting

n
Registration Drop

a

will come to love. Wooster

mixer as we do, and that you will cooperate
The freshman
of last Tuesday night was a huge suc- with us in making this College worthy
cess judging by the turnout of over of our affection.
300 freshmen and an estimated crowd
Very cordially yours,
n
of 200 sight-seein- g
in
Charles F. Wishart
the balcony. The freshmen were enterwalk-outained in a carnival atmosphere by
various side shows and games of skill
manned by Big Four cabinet members.
After a showing of campus movies and Of
Rejchel. .
a brief musical program, freshmen
John Bathgate was appointed to lead were paired off into couples for the
on
this year's financial drive. The mem- duration of the evening.
bers of the financial committee are
.Wednesday morning, freshmen were
A meeting of all freshmen interJane Menold, Y.W.'C.A., John Blank, routed out of bed at 4:30 a.m. for the ested in working
on the Voice will
Y. M. C. A., Sara Jane Ferguson, annual breakfast run-ouAfter two be held Saturday, Sept. 20, 3:30 p.m.
Student Fellowship and Bob Lessing, hours of running and calisthenics dog
in the Voice office in Kauke base
Sunday Evening Forum. John Smeltz tired 'freshmen (and sophomores too!)
ment.
is treasurer of Big Four.
ate hot dogs and joined in community
Positions are available on the news,
The missionary program of the singing.
sport, business, circulation and ad'
World Fellowship has been replaced
vertising staffs. Those who do satis
by an
discussion forum and
factory work will be advanced to. per
- the-o- ld -t-itle- World Fellowship ' has
manent positions after a probationary
been discarded in favorr of "Student
periodS.
Fellowship".
A new system of issue editors,
Saturday afternoon was devoted to
which is being inaugurated for the
separate cabinet meetings, discussions,
Dr. George W. Jacoby Jr., former- first time, and which will give re
recreation and turtle hunting to supply steeds for the turtle races at the ly of Ashley, O., has been named col- porters executive training will be ex
plained by the editor, R. G. Wilder.
freshman mixer.
lege health director in the place of
N (Tissue editor will be selected until
The faculty advisors were invited
Dr. Robert N. Wright. Dr. Wright a period of six weeks has passed. All
as guests Saturday evening for the
last banquet meeting. President Wish-ar- t resigned June 1 in order to devote freshmen staff members will be eligible
gave the main address, stressing full time to his private practice. He for the position.
the importance of faith in God. The had been college health director for
Style sheets will be distributed, and
officers and heads of the Big Four
assignments made to all new report
the past eight years.
committees presented complete reports
Upperclassmen' who wish positions
Dr. Jacoby was graduated from ers.
of their plans and achievements.
the
staff are asked to meet in the
on
Ashland college and received his medA personnel! committee designed to
Voice office at 4:30 p.m. Saturday.
ical degree from Ohio State univerrecommend and select students for
sity. He served as interne in St. Lukes
various Big Four appointments was
in Cleveland, and spent four
- selected which include - the presidents Hospital
months as interne in the Dayton State
of the four organizations, Bob West,
Hospital. The new director also pracY.M.C.A
Jean Anne Cotton, Y.W.
ticed in the state hospital for the inC.A., Bob Dunlap, Sunday Evening
sane
at Columbus.
Forum and Jack Strang, Student Fel-- ,
Cameron B. Satterthwaite, '42, ol
'
During
his underclassman days, Dr.
lowship.
Winona,
O., has been appointed busi
Jacoby was quarterback on the AshGroup Has Faculty Advisors
of the Wooster Voice
ness
manager
land college football team, and played
Faculty advisers for this year are
the year 1941-4for
Satterthwaite
against Wooster several times.
President and Mrs. Charles F. Wish-ar- t,
succeeds Don McCarley, '42, who re
Before his appointment, the diDean and Mrs. W. R. Westhafer,
signed to enlist in the United States
practiced for a year in Ashley, Navy.
rector
Mrs.
Dean and
John Bruere, Miss
He is stationed in the U. S
Rachel MacKenzie, Dean of Women, O., and has been practicing in Woos- Naval training station in Great Lakes,
Miss Geneva Jacobs, Prof, and Mrs. ter only a little over a month. His Illinois.
W. I. Schrieber, Mr, and Mrs. Wm. local office is located in Room 307,
Satterthwaite, a member of SecSchroeder, Dr. J. Milton Vance, Prof, Peoples Savings and Loan Building.
Section, was business manager of
ond
and Mrs. E. Kingman Eberhart, Rev.
Senate's '41 Gum Shoe
the
Student
and Mrs. Ralph A. Young, and Prof,
Club
Glee
for
production, "Clear as Crystal",
Hop
Men
and Mrs. W. L. Sharp
and is also business manager for the
Little Theatre. He assumed his new
Tryouts for the Men's Glee club
duties
during the summer.
will be held tomorrow, Sept. 20, at
9:30 a.m. in Room 7 of the Conservatory. Mr." William DeVeny, direc- Calling All Cheerleaders!
tor of the men singers, urges all who
Cheerleader tryouts for both men
Dr. Delbert G. Lean, head of the are interested to report at that time.
be
eligible
will
memberFreshmen
for
and
women will be held in the gymspeech department, announced this
ship
of
because
opennasium
the
numerous
at 2 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 20.
week that tryouts for the first Little
will be in charge. A
Tooie
Grove
of
organizaFirst
ings.
rehearsal
the
Theatre production of the fall season
faculty
will
be
and senators will
Tuesday
7
of
tion
held
p.m.
in
at
committee
will be held on Saturday7 Sept. 20
selections
make
,
Kauke
the
..final
basement.,,--at 9 a.m. in Taylor .hall.- h

Planned For Homecoming

university

sun-dow- n

The play to be presented was writanten especially for the severity-fiftniversary of the college and is full
of college wit and life. All students
of the three upper classes are invited
to try for parts. The title and author
have not yet been disclosed.
1
Freshman Apprentices, an organization for all freshmen interested in
dramatics, will hold tryouts in the
near future.

Dedicotiori of New Union
Instructors Assume
New Duties in Three

op-

V

V?.;

this beautiful campus where we are
striving to maintain sanity, good
lowship,0 idealism, and long-tim- e

Number 1

n

1

.

tar!-a-
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Student Senate Holds
Sing on Library Steps
Charles Ireland will lead the fine
ting Wooster hat had 'in
two years, Sunday, Sept. 21, on the
Library steps, it was announced this
week. The program will begin at 7
p.m. under direction of the Student
all-colle-

ge

Senate.
Frankie Reynolds and hit orchestra
hat been named to play for the first
mU
.
- 1oe t I I n
JT,t. uancv
J
id
ncid Saturday,
.1
77
r
p.m. The admission price will be 30
cents. Lois Wharton it in charge of
decorations for the dance. There will
be a
and bonfire on Friday
night, Sept. 26, preceding the Bowline:
Green game.
Wednesday, Dec. 3. hat been see
at the deadline for scripts for the Gum
Shoe Hop, annual
musical
comedy. They should be handed to
Jerry Stryker, Senate president.
1

.

pep-rall- y

all-stude-

nt

Student Fellowship Holds
Open Forum Discussions
Last year's World Fellowship So
ciety has been, replaced by an entire.
ly new organization called Student
Fellowship. The 'meetings will be of
the open forum discussion type, sim
ilar to those of the Christian Endeavor
Societies of the Presbyterian Church.
The new Student Fellowship has abandoned the missionary program of the
old society to build a strong
forum on the campus.
The first meeting open to all stu
dents will be held in Kauke tocial
rooms, Sunday, Sept. 21 at 9:4V ja.
The tentative topic is, "Should College
Students Have Living "Aims
all-stude-

nt

'and

Ideals".
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Just Ad Libbing

On the Wooster campus every opportunity
is offered the capable student Any one will'
ing to work can learn the ins and outs of
journalism on The Voice, while he who is in'
teresteJ in the, literary aspects of writing may
find his outlet on the Index staff. The speech
department, which produces many plays each
year, extends great opportunities to the aspir'
ing actor. Music organizations thrive under the
direction of the conservatory, while almost
every department sponsors a club for its majors
and others interested.

ef

'
.

STAFF ASSOCIATES
.
Haines Rachel, Dorothy RickanU. Grace Ohki,
Martha Stark, Gordon Gray

Freshman rules are a necessary and integral
part of college life. To incoming freshmen
they may seem harsh and exacting, but without them college .would lose some of its zest
and spirit.

.

Hazing has ceased to be a serious problem
at Wooster,' but tradition still demands that
freshmen suffer certain indignities from their
sophomore tormentors. Wearing caps, keeping
off the grass, drilling on the practice field,
.
going without makeup, and collecting wood for
' victory bonfires can scarcely work hardships
on anyone.

ASSISTANTS
Edith Beck, Martha Diven, Margaret Baysor, Lois Schroeder,
Phyllis Johnson, Roger Beck, Margaret Neely, Peggy Welsh,
Ed Morrii,
Betty MacPhee,
Betty Steiner,
Ellen Vaugh,
Betty Piatt. Nancy Ruth, John Stalker.
John Gebhardt,

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
Barbara Haai, Betty Hallock. Margaret Stewart, Ruth Twitch'
Phyllis Van Duier,
Carroll Reed,
ell, Dave Thompson,
Margaret Munnnest, Jane1 Needham, George Koch.

.
.

Every class is compelled to undergo the
same treatment, and few emerge any worse
for the wear. Hazing is not done in a spirit
of revenge. It is all in fun. Those who enter
into it in the right spirit will get the most out
of their college years in the long run.

Beware 'The Watchdog'
A Lindbergh has been denounced
sympathizer, and trait'
propagandist,
as a Nazi
or to the U. S. simply because he has presented
one side of a two'sided fight. The right to
speak in a government building was denied
him by a group of men "who ignored the wishes
of the citizens who elected them.
Charles

A Step Forward

pro"-gra-

f

slowly emerging from the old teahouse is a
long awaited and greatly needed improvement
on- the college campus. Scheduled for dedica-tipat Homecoming, Oct. 18, the structure
will provide ample facilities for dancing, loung'
ing, coke drinking, and other recreational activ'
...
, ities.
.....
-

Several weeks ago the America'First Com;"
mittee, which has done such a fine job in help
ing to educate the - American people to the
futility of war, but which has been branded
by some interventionists as the "tool of the
Nazis", asked for permission to hold a rally
in the municipal auditorium in Oklahoma
City. Permission was not granted them by the
Oklahoma City Common Council.

n

,

.

.

.

In view of the fact that off campus dancing
is forbidden by the college statutes, this new -and convenient arrangement should be a welcome outlet for the jitterbug's terpsicorian emc
tions.

The transfer of the bookstore from the old
gymnasium to the new building is also a wel'
come step. The present home of the bookstore
is hardly of aesthetic value to the campus. It
is in obvibus discord with the architecture of
other college buildings. Its complete removal
would be an asset to the campus.
The administration and board of trustees are
Jo be commended for their action in approving
this new addition to the college plant. Other
schools with established Union centers have
found them successful in concentrating students leisure activities on the campus. We hope
that ours may be as successful.
.

.....

Isn't it strange that we should be shunning
a man who always has been one of our nations
greatest living heroes because he does not
agree with those who seek to take this country
into war? More strange is it that the Oklahoma
City Jiouncil would dare , refuse the right, to

,

.

--

speak in a government building to a mrTwho
is supporting a cause which not such a small
minority of the people uphold.
This is just another instance where we find
a few men using their high public offices to
gain their own ends. Supposedly working in
the interests of the .citizens who elected them,
these "bulwarks of demoncracy" set themselves
up as watchdogs 'over; the populace to de'
termine what they should do, - what they
shoukUsay, and what they should hear. The
Oklahoma City Common Council seems to
have done this.

.

Light Thoughts
In a Dark World
"PETE" GRUBEB
Vacation has come and gone, or it's just
. . . depending on whether you are an
ant- - or grasshopper. Personally I was a com'
promise, therefore I intend to eat regularly all
winter (Providence and Miss Little providing),
and dance as well . ; . well? as well as can
..."
be expected.
be-ginni-

com-plet-

activi'
.

It is true that we are in college to get good
grades, but it is much more than that. We
here to get a
education which
"T
is something not always gained by reading
books.
c..,-well-round-

ed

';.

enough.

r-j-
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FRIDAY Secretary of State Hull
amplifies President Roosevelt's speech
to include any of the" seven seas where
Axis craft threaten U. S. interests
. . . Nazis claim 22 ships in British
convoy sunk.

SATURDAY London admits eight
ships sunk in another convoy . , ;
Nazi drive endangers Kiev.
SUNDAY

.

.......

ne gas f
sho"T wh,ch w,a$ th"at- ened out on the Eastern seaboard hai
dissipated into no shortage at all.
The seven o'clock curfew still remains
however. It is evident now that the
whole scare was intended to guage
public " reaction to rationing if and
when it actually becomes necessary.
The public reacted with a vim and a
vigor , . . exerted in quite the opposite
direction. Sales mounted and as contradictory accounts were issued some
of the public took to Sunday driving
with a greater pleasure than usual
the pleasure one derives from doing
the prohibited.

during air raid

.

1

.

;

Thus, with a deep breath, a prayer, and a new ribbon in our typewriter,
we embark upon the writing of. a column destined to add little to the
cultural, intellectual, or moral life on the campus. We haven't the slightest
intention of discussing politics, international situations, love and marriage,
or any of the thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir to. There is already
too much writing on those subjects, too many Insides This and That, too
many Diaries. We need relief . . . even if found in a few aimless lines.
This column will be called JETSAM. This because jetsam 'is the'
material thrown overboard to lighten a vessel in distress, to give it the
buoyancy necessary to meet the
waters. In other words, we
are going to try to make the column humorous. There, heaven help us,
it's out! It's a great deal harder to play comedy than tragedy, but we
think its mighty important right now. "I laugh," said Abe Lincoln,
"because I must not cry that's all, that's all." And during the worst days
of the Civil War he was reading Artemus Ward to
of his
storm-trouble-

U. S. ship in Suez
. i .

...

TUESDAY

Russians smash

Ger-

...

s

cabinet.

And we want help. Give us all the pet stories, anecdotes, puns you have.
The first weekly prize will be ten crisp
dollar bills to be
awarded lesquicentenially beginning on a date as yet undetermined.'

WEDNESDAY Mysterious blasts
blow up three Swedish destroyers in
Stockholm harbor . . . Russians claim

We'll end this first bit with a morsel of sage advice from Josh Billings,
an American humorist of the 1850's and 60's (we take it to heart).
"In konklusion," he wrote, "Fustly we would say to moste writers: 'write
pften and publish seldom. Secondly, to sum writers, 'write seldom and
publish seldommer."
By J. B.

YOUR NUT and
CANDY SHOPPE

High. Com.
mand reports advance into Crimea re.
gion . . . Shah of Iran abdicates
succeeded by
son . . .
President requests additional six bilpro-Britis- h

lion

appropriation of

lend-leas- e

gress.

-

-

r-

-

-

.

.Con-

t

COMMENT
Napoleon took Mos-coin 85 days. Hitler has used 90
days to approach Leningrad, which is
still vigorously defended, and where
the first snow has already fallen.

w

.

Says Hello

'By The Bag Full"

We are headquarters for the
best of ice cream, made fresh
daily. You mil find our sodas
and sundies second to none.
We are the agency for Double
Kay Nuts, known as the best
and the best known they have
the freshness toasted in.

KALTW ASSER'S
Amazing new "Msgic Feed"
ends all. normal causes of
pen messiness. No flood-toNo dripping. Write
like magic!

'It Pays to Look Well"

g,

SEE

TALIAFERRO
FRANK WELLS

Just Two Blocks Off Campus
364 Stibbs Street
Phone

1287-- L

Rexall Drug Store
Ifone in

EVERSHARP'S

"TAKE IT OR LEAVE

FOR THE BEST IN FLOWERS

Right-T- ry
':-:THE-

--

Corsag&, Bouquets For Every Occasion
Campus Agent, Harry L. Bigelow
Phone 504

Beall Ave.

Courteous Agents in All Dorms

45

Phone 52

Years of Service
to Wooster Students

Yes

we've been serving Wooster College men for 45 years.
bet
some of your dad's dealt here maybe even 'grandpap',
I'll
and if there is any doubt in your mind, ask them.

We're headquarters for such famous brands as Hart Schaffner
and Marx, Manhattan Shirts, Stetson Hats and Interwoven
Hose.

'

You who are in Wooster for the' first time,
will want to know the business people from
whom you get good service. We have been
making Photographs'

forover

That should mean that

we must

47 years.
have had

satisfied 'customers through the years.

Many students have told us that our Photographs are different, and not like the ones.
made in their home city or town.
COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

Drop in and get acquainted, we're sure you'll find something
you'll like.

Nick Amster

IT"

IT'S

OR CAS-- S H O- P-

-D

"and DRY CLEANING SERVICE. 7

132 N. Bever St.

5c

HAIIBURGER INII

to all students back

YOUR BARBER

Mann's

HAMBURGER

To Wooster College!

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF LIBERTY ON BEVER ST.

Students, Get Started

5c

KALTWASSERS

DROP IN AND SEE US AT OUR NEW LOCATION

IDEAL DAIRY

For TheL Original

"Say It With a Box of Our Candy"
Opposite Schine's Theatre

continued success in Smolensk counterattack . . . Congress passes three and
one-hal- f
billion dollar tax bill.
"

d

.

--

;

T For LAUNDRY

d

one-hundre-

a

All in all, this war hasn't been so
hard on us. Who was it that said it

'

struck by shell or bomb fragments

Wanted: One Lie Detector

.

I remember one dream particularly. I
dreamed that I was a bold, dashing mountain
climber attempting to mount Mt. Everest.
I had, laid my plans carefully, and by dint of
new scientific equipment, I was successful. As
I reached the top, ready to give as hearty a
shout of triumph as my meagre supply of oxy'
gen would permit, a strange sight met my
eyes. There on the very peak was a sign., in
green and cream, which read:. "We are rec.,
ommended by Duncan Hines as a good jump'
ing off place." I did.

1

.

rr(.

li

with this pjctork

the-member-

(

man convoy in Baltic
Some restrictions of Neutrality Law are modified
to ' increase aid to Britain and
China.'

;

There is no reason why a student should
not be a contributor to an organization. Every
has time for at least one. It is doubly true
that a student cannot contribute much to any
one organization if he belongs to five or six.

historic broadcast, President Roosevelt
clarifies American naval position after
Greer incident . . . Senate committee
says "no gasoline shortage".

m,

Incidentally, it was a dictator back
in the heydey of Rome who first used
the letter V to indicate victory
.
but as is the wont with dictators, he
went the whole hog and used a triple
V
V.

--

There is such, a thing as overdoing extra
"activities. Many students get the idea that in
order to be a B.M.O.C. (big man on campus)
they must take advantage of eyery oppor'
tunity to join clubs that presents itself. How
ever, this can not be denounced strongly

In

t

,

.

,

Activities Important

'

4.

1941

-

Anatomikally konsidered, laffing iz the sensation uv pheeling good
all over and showing it principajly in one spot. Josh Billings.

l

THURSDAY, Sept. 11,

wkong-

J IE If SAM

STAN COATES

By

favor. More people now recognize
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.

grasshopper.
Seriously, I did have a beautiful vacation,
and covered sufficient - ground to make any
grasshopper happy. There was only one thing
that spoiled my summer in the least, and that
wasn't so much of a thing as a person. Some
guy by the name of Duncan Hines kept dog'
ging my footsteps. If got so bad that I couldn't
eat nor sleep without feeling that he was
lurking somewhere near..! After- - the first few
weeks, I came down with Duncanphobia,
which is a cross between indigestion and in'
lommai followed by nightmares. -

What's

Facts In
Review

ng

When I read over that first paragraph to
my confidant, I expressed my doubts as to my
readers familiarity with the Aesop fable which
makes the ant'grasshopper analogy clear.
"Well," said my ex'confidant, "They may miss,
atanalogy, but they are sure jto catch the
analogy between your dancing and that of the

As John T. Flynn, chairman of the New
JYork chajterof the AmericaJ'irst Committee,
has said, "we can only appeal to the sober sense
of fair play of the American people."

...

,

MONDAY
F. D. R. says American war equipment operating on eVery
V Sen. Guffey proposes
front
that
U. S. arm all merchant ships
Anti-Nazsabotage continues oyer,
i
moat of occupied Europe.

.

Such an incident must not recur since it
is now doubly important that the American
people be amply informed on both sides of
the war issue during the crisis..

The importance of extra'Curricular
ties can not be stressed too much.

'

By

e
Even those persons who are not in
accord with our stated war policy must
acknowledge the fact that it was not a victory
for democracy when freedom of speech was
denied Lindbergh!

.

d

i

" 'V for Victory' '
This V for Victory idea has proved
quite a boon to fashion designers in
this country. In fact, it is more publicized in the fashion columns and the
society columns than anywhere else
Stripped of any semblance of subtlety, which is necessary in the coun
tries in which - it originated, it has
entirely lost its meaning. The degeneration of a sincere expression of
hope on the part of oppressed peoples,
into an American fad is most unbecoming, but typical of the attitude of
the American public toward this war
and its- - part in itv. Of the American
version, one thing ' can be said in its

The. new Student Union building, which is

We students who are yet tolerant and not
blinded by prejudice can see the fallacy in
having "watch dogs" over the people. Lind'
bergh, an American citizen, is guaranteed the
right to freedom of speech under the constitu'
tion and it is up to us as citizens to see that,
right protected.

,

...

Freshman Rules

and-force-

though' we realize it is difficult to keep
us constantly aware of our destiny
until the propitious moment is ar
hand, all these emergencies and incidents prove a . bit embarassing when
they end iru contradiction and conf u- sion. We recognize the need for censorship today but an element of truth
injected into that which is given to us
might go a long way toward amending and replacing our pseudo-attitud- e
of a nation at war.
Oh well, quite an order has been
placed and emergencies and incidents
will be delivered very soon now in ever
increasing quantities so we might just
as well say with Methitabel, "whothe- hell, toujours gai".

--

.

,

ng

"r--"Incidents"
That Greer "incident" for. instance,
was a foul deed . . . so foul, it still
smells. Of .course, we still don't know
exactly what happened . . . who got
mad at who first
and we probably
won't ever know, but that is the part
that has the odor attached to it. It
was lucky for our side, though, that
the Greer was so well marked. No other U. S. Naval vessel in Atlantic
waters has borne markings of any
sort since last January when the
."American Patrol" first went on duty.
Wasn't it peculiar too, that similar
incidents occurring several months ago
and just how Coming to 'light were
not reported with the same promptness? It's as if we suddenly recalled
all the other causes for grievances we
had had but didn't think seriously of
at the time! This outbreak of "incidents" should probably be taken as
an encouraging sign. Evidently, despite
the reported lag in the defense
we must be getting prepared
to throw off that chip from our
shoulder.

By Shriver

-

the thrills and fads and
gaiety that accompany wartime is our to enjoy and
very few of the hardships and .sorrows
come our way. Frankly, Mr. President,

songs

rainedTipon. Thus far only afew
prays in that
pipeline of hate have come our way, causing some consternation . , , and in
some quarters, downright indignation.
ever-lengtheni-

-

was hell? All

.
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Well, those war clouds in Europe
finally caug
light vp with tijjTh" sttrii
is upon us.
s. At any rate, we're getting

.
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Go out for one activity and help make it a
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life booster

Friday, September 19, 1941

DAWSON Photo Studio
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Friday, September 19, 1941

P:t Tires

THE WOOSTER VOICE

W.A.A. Fealures

Varied Program

Ike

Gridders Drill as Gomoot Gives Encouraging Ilcpcil
In Predicting Improved Scot Team
Scot Fale Rests

Elaborate Iniramural
Setup Will Continue
During Coming Year

The Women's Athletic Association
held its annual retreat at the chin

Although varsity football holds the

-

of-pi-

'"nrjJnly"'
week to
a little Sver
faculty began do so during the next three mom
I
a
'
.e '
a.
go
until its Arst gridiron clash, Coach
hibernating Saturday, Sept. 13, at scattered talk can be heard already of
Johnny Swigart's 1941 edition of the
supper time with a-- slew of ideas and the coming intramural activities.
HAL STREEPER Sports Editor
fighting Scots is beginning to shape
emerged Sunday with a super-prograCoaches Hole and Munson stated itself
into a well balanced football
set up for the year.
that the intramural program for the
The team assembled Sept.
machine.
Here we go for another year. Nat- to two automatic machines in the brass
The five committees functioning coming year will be conducted much
10 for the issuing of uniforms, and
urally Uncle Sam and hit frisky draft finish department at the Ohio In- were program: Tooie Grove, Miss the same as it was last year. Touch
they have been persty'ring on the prac
business has taken its tall. Things jector in Wadsworth.
Lowrie; publicity: Marge football will inaugurate the activities
' Genevieve
'field twice a day since that date.
tice
could be a lot worse but we are lookKarl Kate and Bill Shinn are re Wiley, Gloria Parker, Lois Wilson, with basketball, volleyball and soft-ba- Thirty-on- e
gridders reported includ
ing forward to a tough sport card and sponsible
following in that order.
for Bob "boss" Johnson's Miss Jacobs'; social: i Martha
letter men. --The losses , of
ing
ten.
lots of pep for this next year.
Margaret Ahrens," Mamie
gray hair, having worked on the colCoach Munson is planning his an- Wiebusch, Hudson, Evans, and Baun
The lone casuality suffered in this lege paint gang this summer. Dick Thomas, Ruth Giehle cabin: Nornie
nual inter-clas- s
swimming and track will be greatly noticed, but the WoosDiinlap, Miss Sadler; finance: Gwen
corner is the loss of Al Moir. After Sproull limbered his frame
on a mere
which are the only inter-clas- s
meets
ter mentor hopes to fill these vacanall the sports department only had to job
of playing tag with 250 pound Polen, Jane Elliott, Ilene Smith and competitions of the year. Soccer has cies with capable aspirants.
Miss Buccalo.
concede to "Big Sam". Al's regular sheets of steel
John Healey has been
been abandoned because, in spite of
The Scots will averaggjthree or
work will be greatly missed.
The sports program for the year
handling boards of ware in a pottery.
the fact that a feV were interested, four pounds to the man heavier than
Carl Boyer has been carrying tele giving the seasons and times for the there were not enough willing to par- the 1940 aggregation, but this year's
"In the mood" and we don't mean phone poles around all summer. Art various sports was decided. Fall sports
ticipate to form an inter-clas- s
league. eleven will have had a bit more exbe featured are archery, modern
maybe. Take a gander 4t the practice Hoge kept busy by
joining the college to
Last year attempts were made to have perience when the curtain for the seafield and it won't be long until you "crew". Bob
Prentice played the role dance, hockey, deck tennis, and tennis. inter-clas- s
games on Saturday morn- son is opened in the r Bowling Green
too will be in the swing of another of an old fashioned ice
man when he The freshman girls are to be guests ings but it was quite evident .that the stadium, Sept. 27. The team is showY.W.-WApigskin season.
style show
wasn't eating ice cream. Harry Eicher at a joint
Wooster students were not soccer ing a fine spirit of cooperation and
Coach Swigart and his assistants had position with the
and
W
picnic
a
A.
be
A
staged in
to
a
National Car
they should look like a top notch footminded.
October.
Munson and Schroeder are Well under bon. Bill Balloon
tended furnace at-ball club when the opening date rolls
Touch football will start next week
way. There's plenty of zip and pep the
Winter Sports
Ohio Injector at Wadsworth.
with the league made up of the seven around.
in those lads out there and there's
Winter
sports
beginning
in
the
Right now they are all out there
Four Vets Return
Kenarden sections, Warburton-Livinplenty of hard work coming out of working
hard. The more spirit that middle of November are badminton,
Key men in the backfield will prob
fencing, and tumbling. Modern dance ston, a team from Douglass hall and
them. All you leather lung Scots tune rings
across this hill the more fun
ably be four veterans: Captain Harry
will continue throughout the winter perhaps an outside entry. Last year
up for that initial opener on our had by all. Come
on Scots. Hit 'em
Ditch, fleet footed open field runner;
season. After .Christmas vacation, bas. the race for top honors was close from
sports card and add that old winning hard.
Karl Kate, hard hitting blocker and
ketball will start and after semester start to finish with Third Section nosspirit to the boys' hard work. "And
expert passer; Bill Shinn, versatile
that ain't all, either" it will be a
exams, tapping and country dancing. ing out Seventh and Fifth to capture
quarterback; and Rich Sproull, smash,
"I'm a sick chick" says Ray Hudson. The WAA, open bridge will also an- the coveted crown. This year the com- winning spirit, just ask some of those
ing line bucker. Excellent substitute
boys.
Hudson will be unable to play foot nounce the new semester. Volleyball petition promises to be as keen as
material will be found in John Healy,
With what we have seen in action, ball his senior year here on the hill. will be holding sway with a tourna- ever.
Bill Vigrass, Don Halter, John Clay,
the men appear to be in excellent
Hudson took a bad knock oh the ment in March. Again in the spring
Intramural basketball will start after Jay Lehman,' and Dick West.
condition. Most of the squad reported knee during the second game of the we find archery and tennis. Outing Christmas
vacation. As usual there will
For line positions, Swigart has a
for practice well conditioned by their 1940 season, It was necessary that Ray and swimming hold a
d
sea- be the Douglass and the Kenarden
of material from which to
variety
summer work. Here's the line on the undergo an operation for removal of son.
leagues and possibly a third league if choose. Four lettermen, Art Hoge,
some cartilage. That means no more
Starting a little later in the season, enough independent
ten returning veterans.
teams are formed. Carl Boyer, Harry Eicher, and Bob
Captain Harry Ditch played papa football and some sad moments for recreation night will be Friday eve- After the regular season a
Prentice, are showing well, and Mike
Ray.
ning in the gym. Anyone may attend. tournament will be staged. Last
year Horvath, Charles Colwell, Elge Deid-ricSquare dancing will be the main at- Seventh Section copped
tourney honJohn Smeltz,' Bill Balloon, Rogtraction on several of those nights.
ors in spite of the fact that they
Compliments of
er Stoneburner, Bill Glatz, Gordon
Well, last reports have it that we
Experts in the sport fields will be
behind First and Fifth in the Morkel, Charles Weiss, Frank Smith,
will probably have to wait until Oct.
here at various times during the year
Kenarden league.
18 to see the first grid battle on our
John Spreng, Carl Hoffman, Bill
to stage demonstrations.
Bingaman, Andy Goheen, Dan Simon,
own battlefield. As everyone no doubt
Interclass Events
'
Dave Husted are also in there
ahd
knows,
Gettysburg
cancel
had
their
to
Better
Shop
Coach Munson's inter-clas- s
swimFOOTBALL SCHEDULE
fighting for first team posts, although
scheduled game on Oct. 4 and at this
ming meet will be staged in the early all these men should see plenty of
206 East Liberty Street
writing date Coach Boles has been
Sept. 27 Bowling Green, here
winterThis
meet gives him a chance service this season. There is hope that
unable to fill this open date. In case
'
Oct. 4 Open
lineup
to
get
a
Our Slogan: There's romance
on varsity and fresh- John Ervin will return this fall.
you might know where to pick up a
11
Oct.
swimmers
actual competition
man
there
Denison,
in
in the hair we groom.
Coach Swigart reports that he
game, see Boles.
the
settles
yearly
and
question of which
Oct. 18 Case, here
to use practically the same ofclass is the most "fish-like.- "
fensive system as was used last year
Oct. 25 Muskingum, there
with a balanced line formation.
Phone 384-Volleyball League
Nov. 1 Mt. Union, here
FOR YOUR WALKING
the physical education

'

at

a

--

m

Prentice, Balloon, Eicher and Hog
are the lertaDwns back for linemen
with the sophomores supplying sereral
fine looking prospects with Horvath,
Stoneburner, Smeltz, Smith and Deid.
rick representing the mom. high school

M

ht,

,

Barring accidents to our key men,
I
to see the team give a good
account of itself.
look

g.

As for our opposition, it is my
opinion that Case .will have the strongest team of all of our opponents.
Denison also expects a great year and
Bowling Green, a state university, is
certain to have plenty of material.
l,
Oberlin reports a scarcity of
Muskingum
will
but
no doubt
be strong, although under a new
coaching setup. We were unfortunate
to lose our second game and our first
home game .due to the infantile paralysis epidemic in York County, Pa.
The opening of Gettysburg college is
postponed until Sept. 29 and the football coach felt he would not have
sufficient time to prepare for our
game. At this writing we have not
been able to fill the open date. However, you will see some great football
Oct. .18.
.

greatest unexpected loss. Weibusch's
entry into the Canadian Air Force
and Evans' decision to start his medical work were also unexpected.
The team will no doubt be stronger
this year because Johnny has had a
year to develop his system, which was
very satisfactory even in his first year.
With some changes he has made, it
shouldbe even stronger this year.
Ditch, Kate, Shinn and Sproull
should give him the nucleus of an experienced backfield, with Healy a very
reliable back in addition. The boys
report that Johnny Clay is passing the

A.

nuue-eria-

Disney's Book of 100 Song.

!

year-roun-

free-for-a-

at your retailer's
(while supply lasts)
with 15 purchase of

ll

f,

fln-ish-

ed

Chas. II. Morrison

:

barber

Q

a

:

-

ex-pe-

CLEANS

PEN

Open 8 a.m.

Closed

DATE

p.m.
Open Wed. 8 a.m. until 12 noon
Open Saturday 8 a.m. until 9 p.m.

DROP IN AT

6.

Nov

8

Nov.

15

Oberlin, here

In the spring before the ground

STOPS

Wittenberg, here

Woosler Farm Dairies

Wooster Theatre

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

Wear the

Fish with French Fries

Winnings Colors'!

MILK SHAKES

25c

Fri., Sat.,

.

Gene Autry

ICE CREAM

off to School!

Sept. 19, 20

HAMBURGERS
Ph. 911

I

OS

OF PEN

BLUE WILLOW

TROUBLES

RESTAURANT

:DRIE

ON

Idahcd
I

Opp. Court House

313.

.

RICH.FULL-BODIE-

D,

The Parker Pen Co
JaneavillB.Wia.

260

CURZON FERRIS, KENARDEN

-

self-clean-

BRILLIANT
COLORS

Dry Cleaning Co.

new quick-dryin- g
ink that cleans your pen

pen-cloggi- ng

QUICKER

Finest Foods Served

Phone

"Under Fiesta Stars"
1926 Cleveland Road

firm enough for outdoor sports there
will be a .volleyball tournament. Volleyball, the latest addition to the intramural program, is gaining in popularity year by year. Although time does
not permit a regular league, the double
elimination system is used during tou
nament play so that each team is ce
tain to appear in at least two games.

W E I T ZE

in

is

iMna ""Pink Eia.

Yea, without waiting a day, yon can now get
this brand-ne- w
Book of Songs, including big bita
from Disney's latest Feature Picture, "DUMBO"
songs youll soon be hearing everywhere, and
also94 other Favorites and allFREE,ifyou harry.
Go to the nearest store selling PajkerQuin and
boy a bottle for only 15 )L The retailer gives yon y uui
Walt Disney Song Book right tbm mnd thwt
This almost incredible offer is made to introduce QuinJk to hosts of new users. For Quins:
contains a harmless agent that dissolves deposits
left by
inks. Quia makes a pen a
er
a Parker or ANY OTHER pan.
So whether you use s Parker or not, using
Qonk is the finest protection yon can give it. And
your Qur'nA will keep till yon need it, but the retailer's supply of Song Books won't last long.
So hurry.

AS

IT WRITES

fO-THIR-

F

fpoaau Ob Panda"

as it writes!

A

UW

"Look Oat km
Mr Stnwk"

QuiftA

K

Opposite Hotel Wooater
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PARKER

"Independent Laboratory teat of nest Sims'

O Walt tHraey

CLYDE CONN, DOUGLAS

Production

Also

adllna braade.

'Sing Another Chorus''

THERE ON TIME

CALL

BUCKEYE TAXI
PHONE 300

M

F. H. HAMILTON

IF YOU WANT TO GET
Sun., Mon., Tues., Sept.
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Watch, Clock, & Jewelry Repairing
Phone 893-215 E. Liberty
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'Sun Valley Serenade"
Wanted: A young man and a

The Wayne County
Wed., Thurs.,

Ilalional Bank

Sept. 24, 25

DIX,

Vice-preside-

HARRIS STUDIO

'World Premiere"

E. C. LANDES, President
E. C.

Frances Farmer

in

OFFICERS

young woman to work spare
time on campus for

John Barrymore
Public Square and West Liberty

i40 W. Liberty St.

"

nt

EDMUND SECREST,

Vice-pre-

s.

ROBERT R.. WOODS, Cashier

W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier

MOR-EAStTi- es

They're

C. E. SHEARER,
Non-Crus-

h

clusive in
.

Nor-Ea- st

DIRECTORS
DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer

1

And when you come in to pick
one of those Wembley Ties
j off
Look
too at our big selection''
J

ROBERT R. WOODS
Ass'tTrust Officer

Q

C2

WALTER. C.

--

Interwoven Socks
Van Heusen Shirts

INTERWOVEN SOCKS
VAN HEUSEN SHIRTS
COOPERS JOCKEY
UNDERWEAR
RUGBY SWEATERS
' GLOVER SPORTSWEAR
and the new
0- M. Wile & Co. Club Clothes
SUITS and TOPCOATS
--

.

BRENNER BROS.

JONES

Ass't Trust Off icer

ot

m

Ass't Cashier

New and Old

to the Board

Non- -

Crush fabric. Resist!
wrinkles, keeps its frest. A
good looks.

a

Wooster College Students

THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y

"Nut Brown" is right for YOU
at any "U." Nut Brown is ex

E.

TRUST OFFICERS
' "
S. LANDES

Our Studio

is the place to have your photographs

If
.

More Boom for Ink because NO rubber sac, hence

a Pen that won't run dry in lectures, tests, exams
-- Ourrstoreofiersa-largeselectiotrof

cameras;-phot-

GUARANTEED by LIFE CONTRACT

o

supplies, albums, gifts and greeting cards.
We Invite You ttf Come In and Look Us Over

dry in the classroom. So look before
yon leap to some problem pen, It
will only frustrate your L Q. on
Test-day-

L. LANDES

VacaaaMc,

$8.73 and

DAVID A. TAGGART
-

EDMUND SECREST
JOHN D. OVERHOLT

MEMBER
Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation
Federal Reserve System

$11.73

..

In college after college, coast to
coast, the Parker Vacumaic is
voted No. 1 by students because of
these modern features:

Seta. Dvofald,.
$3.93 od 3

Snyder Studio

-

.'w-- ,-
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--

--
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14 K Gold Point
Hoped with
Osml- Non-brittl- e,

q Phone

'

Style-sriwHnlln-

and Jet RINGS.
Go and try it today at any
by pen counter. But use discretion
by looking for Parker Blue Diamond on the smart ARROW dip. VV
That's our life Guarantee Contract. g
3 ; Debutants
Junior or Sub-de- b,
or Major, $8.75. Maxima, $10; Dao-- f
old, $2.93 and $3.95. Pen and Pencil
Sets, $35, $5.00, $&75 and up.
The Parker Pan Co,
Wle.

One-Haa-

16

oll-soe-

th

ridtamthatwcVti
In a lifetime.
FREEi Inlredsctery kettle

tjtitbi'iifni

l

to carry over.

e!
2.
Sedess FOer
easiest to operate.
aTeleywIeaBensI shows
when to refill.
4, Ubricate4 Written

Camera and Gift Shop
East Liberty at Bever

8. ExcWttve

Toting books around won't get a
student anywhere if his, pea runs

E. C. DIX

C,

j

Pont

made or framed. We sell frames for photographs
of all sizes.
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Mc-Creig-

ball exceptionally well this fall.

-- By Coach L. C Boles
The Voice has requested am opinion
aJjjptospects. Per
haps my opinion was requested instead of Coach Swigart's because of
the tendency of all active coaches to
be pessimistic. Although at this writing I have not seen the boys in scrim
mage, the material looks to be better
than average Wooster material, I will
add to the above sentence that I am
looking out on pur first scrimmage
and the boys are really going at it as
though they mean business this. fall.
We lost some good boys through
graduation and otherwise. Hudson's
knee operation's failure to prepare
him for football ' is probably our

On Ten Lellermen

QeU, Dsssilsssal Mt JaavanCe

tueeila

-

'

THE WOOSTER VOICE

Coeds Greet Frosh

Upper-Clas- s

Haiiovcilons Cost

Dean States Male
Enrollment is O.K.

ilany V

Collcga

i

coverings were added. The lower dining room, used by the Annex girls,
has been redecorated and a new
kitchen range has been installed. The
dorm has been rewired and the old- tastuoned coat banger type ot lighting fixture has been replaced with
modern lights. It is rumored that more
than one plug will be found in each
room. Trie other usual improvements
have been made such as washing walls,
.'- floors and woodwork.
Warburton, now to be called Miller
Manor has been completely renovated
to accommodate the freshman girls,
replacing the old Miller Manor at
Bowman and Beall.
The classroom buildings came in
for their share of face washing. The
scientists will be glad to hear that the
stairs of Scovel and Severance have
been tightened so as to minimize the
squeaks. The 'chemistry labs have
been equipped with new acid proof
pipes. In Severance a new lab has
been put in the basement with an en
trance leading straight to the down
stairs. All the academic buildings were
painted, washed and refinished.
One of the major, items on the budget was the painting of the stadium.
About one mile of. fence was retouched and the bleachers were repainted. Mr. Dickinson revealed that
the paint will not rub off on the new
fall clothes. -
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Choose Douglass Advisors

.

Rehearse

Souihwick Announces
Orientation Programs

The first band rehearsal of the year
will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Sept.
23, according to Stanley .Davis, di
rector. A good turnout is. anticipated,
as preliminary surveys have indicated
there is an unusually large number
of instrumentalists among the fresh-

gram will be held during the chapel
hour on Monday, Sept. 22 according,

it

Dick Shreffler, '43, Jerry Stryker,
'42, and Bill Vigrass, '42 have been
appointed student counselors in DougClub
lass for the 1941-4Debating
Freshman
year. Five other
Choir Will
counselors were appointed last spring.
Will Organize Soon
They are Jim Vitella, '42, Bob West,
Prof. Neill Rowe announces that
"43, Jim Bean, '42, John Clay, '43,
'
The Freshman Forensic club for and
Westminster Choir rehearsals for the
Jim Donaldson, '43.
Sunday morning chapel service will both' men and women will hold
be held this afternoon at 4:00 and first meeting on Oct. 6. Debates, round
tomorrow, Saturday, Sept. 20, at 11 table and Danel discussions as well as
a.m. in the chapel. It is asked that
open forums will be part ot the year s
former choir members and new sing
ers with choral experience attend these program.
rehearsals.
The club will elect its' own officers
Monday
be
will
held
Choir tryouts
to earrv on its activities, which wilr
chapel
basement,
at 4 p.m. in the
be advised by Prof. Emerson Miller of
and will be continued Monday at 7
the speech department. The exact time
p.m. and Tuesday at 4 p.m. Rewill be set later.
hearsals for the choir will be held and place of meeting
throughout the year on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday of each week,
2

Y.M.C.A. Meets Tuesday
The first Y. M. C A. meeting of
the year designed especially to intro
duce the freshmen to the various work'
ing student activities on the campus,
will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 23 in Douglass lounge.
All freshman men are invited.
.

man students.

FBAIIK WELLS

JEWELER
221 EAST LIBERTY ST.
Diamonds
Parker Pens

It is unmatchable

for
all around service
general correspondence; making carbon
copies with original
In ink; rapid ruling
and lettering without
smudge or blot.

Your Language
v-.'"',-

5

Unlike a fountain pen,
hard pressure cannot
Harm vue ruuuu,
M
smooth,

"BIGGER JACKETS"

ball-lik-

Kt

"SMOOTHER DATE DRESSES"

Get Your Favorite Bands on
Victor, Columbia, Blue Bird, Okeh

."WHOOPING PLAIDS"

...

:..

0NLT- -

MUSIC

RECORDS

White Lenses....2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses....2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait

Welcome
We're

Banking & Trust
Company

SCARFS and

TURBANS

At

Service

--

All wool in bright colors.
Come in and see all the new

y

things for fall

SAME NUMBER
38
. C ALL
I

right now.

fir - fi
.

and Trust Officer
Cashier

Other Wool and Challie

.

Squares

69c

Annat's

Launders and Dry Cleaners

J. KING, Ass't Cashier

that are here

.

E llio tfs

s.

e,

C.

$1.00

Students
Your

- -

SAME QUALITY

President

W. J. BERTOLETTE,

Phone 51

SAME LOCATION

WOOSTER, OHIO

Vice-Pre-

1

1 1

DUPLICATED

COMMERCIAL

CORRELL",

Agent in Each Dorm

FRANK

Beulah Bechtel

WELLS
Rexall Drug
Store

"The College Hangout"

FOR BACK TO
SCHOOL SHOES
WELCOME STUDENTS! The store that caters to your foot
needs. Style, comfort, quality to meet your budget price.
Florsheims, Crosby Squares, Rodney Courts, and
Bass, for Men
4.50 up
Selby, Florsheims, Campus Strollers, Styl-Ee3.95 up
Tweeds, Sweethearts
HOSE PURSES HOUSE SLIPPERS POLISH
z,

X-RA-

Y

MEMBER
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

Phone or Mail Orders Filled

MISTER'S

FITTING

THE WOOLCRAFT SHOP
S. E. CORNER PUBLIC SQUARE

UPSTAIRS

Welcomes all students and extends them an invitation to visit the most interesting shop in

Wayne County.

"

.

,

Capable Instructors at all times are here to render
free instruction.

STORE DIRECTORY
MAIN FLOORS

YARNS

FRANK WELLS

GIFTS

Presents Full Line of

'.''.

v-

'

'5

FOOTSTOOLS

RUGS

GADGETS

SECOND - FLOOR

-

Men's Clothing .
Parcel Post Bags
'(
Boys Own Store
r
Beauty Parlor Lounge Room

Lea'm How to Make Practical & Useful Items

COTY TOILETRIES
'

Men's Furnishings
Sporting Goods
Toilet Articles . ;
Dry Goods
Domestics

.

NEEDLEPOINT

BAGS

Rexall Drug Store

'.

STAMPED GOODS

-

LUCIEN LELONG

THIRD FLOOR
Women's Ready-to-WeWomen's Furnishings
Millinery
Gift Shop Greeting Cards
Games -- Toys.
ar

YARD LEAF

TflDU
Th "Forbidden" Perfurn
Smoldering Tabu

won oa
'

OLDMAN'S, Your Florist

SEAFORTH for men

nxuBj

;

WELCOMES YOU AND HOPES TO SERVE YOU
OLD SPICE

BASEMENT STORE

MAX FACTOR

Women's Basement Store
Hosiery a Specialty

gowoi or furs

fcaowa the world

om as the

perfume that seems to never
qotttleare whatever ittouchec.
TboM who learned to lore

.

CHEN YU NAIL POLISH
'

CAVA NOME Cosmetics

-

s

...

C

,

,

I

sJ

Watch Our Windows

DROP IN AT

(fats

wry diScreot fragrance abroad,
w3 b thrilled to know tfaeC
we smtc obtained f mail
amount of it
v

"Men may come and men may go
But your hair grows on forever"

r.

BROKEN LENSES

153 E. Liberty St.

CHAS. I.

i

1

T--

1

:

Optometrist

C. G. WILLIAMS,

taxi

LATEST HITS ON RECORD

W. T. WATSON

Solid Gold Point,

Demonstrated in
our Stationery
Department

as

Southeast Corner of Public Square

':

"LONGER SWEATERS"

will

be gathered in Kauke social room.
The orientation period will run for

City

Assures Easiest,
Smoothest Writing

GEO. H. LAHM

.

Freshman women will meet in Scott

auditorium while freshman men

The Hoffman Co.

PENCIL POINTED FOUNTAIN PEN

Jewelry

,

The

probably at 4 p.m.

With an InkograpL
you can do everything
Dossible and many
things impossible
with any fountain,
pen.

to an announcement madeby Arthur
F. Southwick, registrar.

an organization has about six weeks.
steadily
been growing
during the past
few years.,: The Birt Babcock. gift of
Scotch kilt uniforms has stimulated
considerable interest. A permanent
storage place for the uniforms has
8 1 2
been arranged in Douglass hall. From
DAY and NIGHT
here, uniforms will be issued just before the athletic games and returned IrLIBBRTY CLEANERS
immediately following the games.1
Dressing' rooms ' will be provided in
the building. This plan eliminates the
necessity of permitting" each' member
to take care of his uniform in his
dormitory, hence scattering the
The band

"

BILL SHACK

pro- -

PICTURE FRAMING

.

Watch Repairing

Speai

A non-profstudent deposit club
where students can deposit any sum
By the first of September, however,
and draw it out whenever they desire
there was a waiting list of freshman
has been organized at the bookstore
applicants for Douglass.-- At
present
under the personal direction of Miss
there is still a waiting list of appliBertha Uhlendorff. After completion
cants for Kenarden as well.
of the Student Union Building a bank
John Brucre, Dean of Men, attri window will be located there.
butes the popularity of the men's
Hours of the new banking project
dormitories in large measure to the
will be from 9 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. and
"excellent cooperation of head resifrom 1:15 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.,J5atur-dadents, counselors, and section heads' in
from 9 a.
to .11:45 a.m. One
developing a fine program for students
dollar
is the minimum amount which
residing in the dormitories."
can be withdrawn.

upper-classwome- n

WITH THIS COUPON

We

I

but unsuspecting girls, Janet Reid, Doris Scheu, and
Laurlyann Parkerson receive a warm welcome in front of Hoover from
Jane Adams, and Barbara Haas upon their arrival in
Wooster. (Staff photo).

drink

DRUG STORE

"ill

Enthusiastic

-7--

5c Coca Cola

win

I

V-

First
Band Practice; Freshmen
Encouraged to Turn Out

The first freshman orientation

y

Welcome back to Wooster and
the Shack to meet your friends
your cokes. -

ONLY

Monday, Sept. 22 Organ music.
Professor Rowe.

"i

.

--

-

CHAPEL

upperclass-men- .

Douglass were assigned to

:

.

T Davis Holds Year's

Dr. Douglass.
The Office 'of the
ednesday,
Sept.
24
Dean Bruere.
.... Wl
announced that contrary to last
Sept.
25
Pres.
Thursday,
Wishart.
spring' expectations all men's dormi.
tories. are full including Livingstone
Lodge. Because of the draft and the
increased activity of ' industry it was Uhlendorff Organizes
thought last June that there "Would be
a number of vacancies in both dormi Student. Deposit Club
tories. T h e expected vacancies in

Thousand Dollars
Approximately
10,000 has htfn ex.
paneled on major and minor improve
ments around the campus of Wooster
over the summer. The orders for this,
work were issued by D. E. Dickinson,
assistant business manager. .
Holden ball possesses the longest
list of improvements. .The exterior of
the building was painted; the Annex

Friday, September 19, 1941

DOROTHY PERKINS

DICK IIORRISOII'S

YOUTHFUL FASHIONS

PERC WESTMORE
Hollywood Cosmetics

BARBER SHOP
Southeast Corner of Public Square
And See What He Can Do About It!

FREEDLANDERS

Y

